coming
home

...to the Lion’s roar
I HAD NEVER BEEN away from the
UK for more than a few weeks until we
moved to the Middle East. Last month,
when the children and I packed for our
first trip home, we had been away for
almost a year. As I filled the cases, I
felt anxiety stirring as uncomfortable
emotions began to rise to the surface.
I couldn’t work it out. Moving overseas
had been daunting but returning home
ought to be easy and natural. I thought
my worries were related to the logistics
of our trip - knowing what to pack for
five people living out of cases for three
weeks, driving a car for the first time after
a year of not driving. But I discovered
that it was more complicated than that.

distracting myself. It worked. Looking out
of the window it felt safe, just sunshine
and marshmallow clouds, but all too
soon we were descending. The clouds
became scrappy as we emerged through
them, giving me my first glimpse of the
UK in 12 months. The anxiety began to
gnaw away at me again. Passport control
has become a bit of an ordeal for me
since moving overseas; my fingerprints
seem to baffle officials. On arrival into the
Middle East last year I feared I was going
to be put back on the plane when people
tried in vain to take my fingerprints and
talked about me in corners.

The day before we flew I unexpectedly
started to cry about a sadness that had
happened in my family six months earlier.
Big, uncontrollable sobs that left me
empty and drained. I hadn’t cried when it
happened. I hadn’t felt very much at all,
other than feeling guilty for not feeling
sad, but here were the missing tears. A
distance of 3,000 miles and a compound
wall cocooning me from the realities
at home had allowed me to avoid my
feelings. Now it was time to face them,
an overwhelming prospect.

As I waited in line at Heathrow for the
trouble to start, a member of the airport
staff came over and cracked a joke
with us. His accent was cockney and
an unexpected bubble of joy floated up
inside me. That old, familiar sound of my
childhood made me smile for the first
time since landing. I suddenly realised
how much I had missed this place. It
wasn’t a place to fear. It was as though
God had decided to counteract the
sadness that had been stirred up as I
packed by stirring up happy places I had
left behind, which I had forgotten over
time.

By the time we boarded the plane I
felt completely resistant to the trip. I
just wanted to stay where I was. I pray
daily about all sorts of things but I don’t
always pray about my feelings. Zipping
up our cases, I did. I prayed that God
wouldn’t allow me to become engulfed
by them. I found myself writing for most
of the flight. Perhaps it was my way of

As we waited for our bags, I got hot and
realised I could remove my cardigan. I
didn’t have to be covered up here. As
I revealed bare arms, I also realised,
after months of appearing indifferent to
my husband in public, that I could kiss
him. So I did! And the bubble grew. It’s
hard to describe the light, intoxicating
feeling that filled me as we travelled into
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the heart of London, stumbling across
seemingly insignificant, past pleasures,
such as the street music in Paddington
Station as someone stood busking by
the platform.
Where we live in the Middle East, we
rarely hear music when we are out and
about and when we do, it is a rare treat.
When our plane had touched down, the
England-Sweden match had kicked off.
We had studiously tried to avoid hearing
the score, hoping to watch it on catchup TV later on. But as people in the taxi
rank punched the air, as football anthems
drifted out of pubs, we didn’t need
numbers to know what was going on.
And then, as our taxi got stuck in traffic
on the final leg of our journey through
Camden town, there came the roar,
the eruption of a nation celebrating; a
collective, all-embracing hug of hope and
happiness. The bubble inside me grew
and the knot of anxiety disappeared.
Despite the clouds, heaven’s smile had
broken through. We were coming home
and it was going to be OK.
The struggle is real but so is God.
“For the battle is not yours but God’s” (2
Chronicles 20:15)
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